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Background 
Broadly speaking, group-based bias involves varying degrees of stereotyping (exaggerated beliefs           
about others), prejudice (dis/liking others), and/or discrimination (unequal treatment of others) that            
occur above or below conscious awareness. Scholars have labeled the subconscious form of             
group-based bias implicit bias. Implicit bias is primarily seen as an attitude or stereotype held about                
social groups below conscious awareness. It often affects our liking or disliking of others as well as                 
preferential or negative treatment of or behavior toward others. Implicit bias has become very              
important to understand given the decreased frequency of Americans to freely and openly express              
negative thoughts, feelings and behaviors regarding other racial groups. Implicit bias is everywhere             
and affects everyone. We all have implicit bias. The impact of our implicit bias on others, however,                 
significantly depends on our social and professional roles in society. Bias held by educators, police               
officers, physicians, prosecutors and criminal court judges can influence the state and quality of life               
that individuals will have for their entire lives.  
 
Research has revealed that many Americans show a positive implicit bias toward White Americans vs.               
African Americans, young vs. old and fit vs. obese. Showing a preference for or against any particular                 
group does not mean that a person is prejudiced or will discriminate, but it does suggest that s/he has                   
been repeatedly exposed to certain associations between specific groups and specific          
traits/characteristics and have stored them in memory. These associations are often very strong and              
difficult to undue without deliberate effort or ongoing training. It is possible, however, to implement               
practices or policies that reduce the likelihood that implicitly biased beliefs will lead to biased               
behaviors. 
 
Workshop Description 
Dr. Marks and the NTIRE team have developed half-day (3.5 to 4 hours) and full day (7-hour) training                  
sessions that address this very important topic.  
 
Both the half-day and full-day trainings address the following questions: 

1. What is implicit bias? 

2. What does implicit bias look like in the real world? 
3. What causes implicit bias? 
4. How is implicit bias measured? 
5. How does implicit bias affect the person who holds the bias? 
6. How does implicit bias affect the attitudes and behaviors of the target group? 
7. How can implicit bias be reduced/managed at the individual and institutional levels?            

(recommendations will focus on the specific needs of the audience/organization) 

Both Trainings Include:  
• Overview of implicit bias research and key findings 
• Innovative, engaging, and motivational delivery of content  



 
Both Trainings Include (cont’d):  
• Highly interactive and introspective exercises  
• Small group dialogue of sensitive topics related to working with males of color as a case study 
• The use of compelling videos, images, and other media  
• Overview of national, industry-specific data disaggregated by race and gender 
• A discussion of implicit bias from the target’s perspective 
• Anonymous audience polling and display of results in real-time. Responses are used as a basis for                

discussing sensitive topics and to allow participants to see how their attitudes or experiences              
compare to others. These results are saved as graphs and provided to the organizers. 

 
Full-day (7-hr) Training: In addition to the items listed above, the full day session includes:  
• Participants completing a measure of implicit bias and discussing the results   
• Small working group discussions regarding potential implementation of several recommended 
practices/policies from social scientists that are expected to reduce bias. This dialogue will include:  

● Identifying recommendations that are already being implemented as well as the challenges, 
lessons learned, and impact of each implemented recommendation  

● Identifying 2-3 new recommendations that can be implemented in the short-term 
● Identifying challenges and solutions to implementing the 2-3 recommendations  
● Creating a list of concrete next steps toward implementation of recommendations  

● An overview of follow-up activities and materials that will reinforce workshop information and 
increase the likelihood of long-term impact  

● C.U.E. (Communication, Understanding, and Empathy) Discussions: These are guided discussions 
in which the NTIRE team uses polling software to ask questions about sensitive topics to which 
participants can anonymously respond in real time on a projector screen. The facilitator will then 
open up discussions of the anonymous results that encourages the audience to understand the 
perspectives of others even if they do not agree, and ultimately, to begin to empathize with others 
from a human level.  

 
Audience / Setup 
● Audience size (per session): 20 to 200 people per session; 30-50 participants per training is 

recommended for best results 
● Classroom style seating, tables placed in “U” shape, or classroom style setup in which everyone 

faces the front of the room with or without tables in front of each row of chairs. In auditoriums, 
seats should be filled from front to back. 

● Projector and screen; HDMI or VGA cord to run from projector to speaker’s laptop on podium 
● Audio system that can connect to laptop at podium 
● Microphone connected to speaker system for large rooms or groups over 70 people 
 
Recommended Audiences 
Implicit bias training is strongly recommended for law enforcement, education, judiciary, corporate,           
non-profits, philanthropy, community, city/county government, and healthcare organizations as well          
as other entities in which implicit bias has been shown to significant impact important life outcomes                
for large groups of citizens. 
 
Fees (includes airfare, hotel, ground, meals, and incidentals)  
● One Half-day (3.5 hrs) training: up to 100 participants = $4,500; 101 to 200 participants = $5,500 
● Two half-day trainings (same day): up to 100 pple = $8,000; up to 200 pple = $10,000  
● Full-day (7 hrs) training: up to 100 participants = $8,000; 100 to 200 participants = $10,000    
 



*Discount rates can be offered for multiple sessions. 


